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Abstract. We present a novel technique based on a multiresolutional clustering and nonlinear multi-dimensional scaling of earthquake patterns to investigate observed and synthetic seismic catalogs. The observed data represent seismic activities around the Japanese islands during 1997–2003.
The synthetic data were generated by numerical simulations
for various cases of a heterogeneous fault governed by 3-D
elastic dislocation and power-law creep. At the highest resolution, we analyze the local cluster structures in the data
space of seismic events for the two types of catalogs by
using an agglomerative clustering algorithm. We demonstrate that small magnitude events produce local spatiotemporal patches delineating neighboring large events. Seismic events, quantized in space and time, generate the multidimensional feature space characterized by the earthquake
parameters. Using a non-hierarchical clustering algorithm
and nonlinear multi-dimensional scaling, we explore the
multitudinous earthquakes by real-time 3-D visualization and
inspection of the multivariate clusters. At the spatial resolutions characteristic of the earthquake parameters, all of the
ongoing seismicity both before and after the largest events
accumulates to a global structure consisting of a few separate
clusters in the feature space. We show that by combining the
results of clustering in both low and high resolution spaces,
we can recognize precursory events more precisely and unravel vital information that cannot be discerned at a single
resolution.

1 Introduction
Understanding of earthquake dynamics and development of
forecasting algorithms require a sound knowledge and skill
in both measurement and analysis spanning various geophysical data, such as seismic, electromagnetic, gravitational (Song and Simons, 2003), geodetic, geochemical, etc.
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The Gutenberg-Richter power-law distribution of earthquake
sizes (Gutenberg and Richter, 1944) implies that the largest
events are surrounded (in space and time) by a large number
of small events (e.g. Wesnousky, 1994; Ben-Zion and Rice,
1995; Wiemer and Wyss, 2002). The multi-dimensional and
multi-resolutional structure of this global cluster depends
strongly on geological and geophysical conditions (Miller
et al., 1999; Ben-Zion and Lyakhovsky, 2002), past seismic activities (Rundle et al., 2000, 2002), closely associated events (e.g. volcano eruptions) and time sequence of the
earthquakes forming isolated events, patches, swarms etc.
Investigations on earthquake predictions are based on the
assumption that all of the regional factors can be filtered
out and general information about the earthquake precursory
patterns can be extracted (Geller et al., 1997). This extraction process is usually performed by using classical statistical or pattern recognition methodology. Feature extraction
involves a pre-selection process of various statistical properties of data and generation of a set of seismicity parameters
(Keilis-Borok and Kossobokov, 1990; Eneva and Ben-Zion,
1997a, b), which correspond to linearly independent coordinates in the feature space. The seismicity parameters in the
form of time series can be analyzed by using various pattern recognition techniques ranging from fuzzy sets theory
and expert systems (e.g. Wang and Gengfeng, 1996), multidimensional wavelets (Enescu et al., 2002; Erlebacher and
Yuen, 2001, 2003) to neural networks (Joswig 1990; Dowla
1995; Tiira, 1999; Rundle et al., 2002; Anghel et al., 2004).
Prediction of earthquakes is a very difficult and challenging task (Geller et al., 1997); we cannot operate only at one
level of resolution. The coarse graining of the original data
can destroy the local dependences between the events and the
isolated earthquakes by, e.g. neglecting their spatio-temporal
localization. In coarse-grain analysis, the subtle correlations
between the earthquakes and preceding patches of events can
vanish in the background of uncorrelated and noisy data.
Multi-dimensional correlations can produce very distinct
spatio-temporal patterns of seismic events. Tiampo et
al. (2002a, b) provide recent evidence of event clustering in

The first is the data space Φ with data vectors fi (i=1,...,N) – which correspond to the data describing
a single seismic event.
2. The second one, more abstract to understand, is the feature space Ω of time events Fj (j=1,...,M) and
space. The visual analysis helps greatly in detecting subtle cluster structures, not recognized by classical
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Φ]→
→Ω representing the
clustering techniques, selecting the best pattern detection procedure used for data clustering, classifying M<<N – an abstract space resulting from a non-linear transformation L [Φ
feature generation procedure.
the anonymous data and formulating new hypotheses.
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clusters of low magnitude events and recognize correlations between the clusters and the large earthquakes. We
showed that these clusters could reflect clearly the short-term
trends in seismic activities followed by isolated large events.
However, local clustering of seismic events is not sufficient
to extract an overall picture concerning the precursory patterns.
Our analysis procedure does not use a standard software
package. Our goal is to construct an interactive system for
data mining (Mitra and Acharya, 2003), which allows one to
match the most appropriate clustering schemes for the structure of actual seismic data. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, our
data-mining techniques include not only various clustering
algorithms but also feature extraction and visualization techniques. This present approach is more general than the work
of (Dzwinel et al., 2003).
In this paper we propose a novel muti-resolutional approach, which combines local clustering techniques in the
data space with a non-hierarchical clustering in the feature
space. The raw data are represented by n-dimensional vectors Xi of measurements Xk . The data space can be searched
for patterns and be visualized by using local or remote pattern recognition and advanced visualization capabilities. The
data space X is transformed to a new abstract space Y of vectors Y j . The coordinates Yl of these vectors represent nonlinear functions of measurements Xk , which are averaged in
space and time in given space-time windows. This transformation allows for coarse graining of data (data quantization),

sion of both the noise and other random components. The
new features Yl form an N -dimensional feature space. We
use multi-dimensional scaling procedures for visualizing the
3 multi-dimensional events in 3-D space. The Sammon’s nonlinear transformation (Jain and Dubes, 1988) (multidimensional scaling), transforms Y into a 3-D Z space of extracted
features, assuming that this dimensionality reduction minimizes the distortions between the N -dimensional structure
of Yj vectors and its 3-D image in Z space. This transformation allows for a visual inspection of the N -dimensional
feature space. The visual analysis helps greatly in detecting
subtle cluster structures, not recognized by classical clustering techniques, selecting the best pattern detection procedure
used for data clustering, classifying the anonymous data and
formulating new hypotheses.
We used our methodology for analyzing the observed (Ito
and Yoshioka, 2002; Toda et al., 2002) and synthetic (BenZion, 1996) earthquake data. The observed data represent
seismic activity of the Japanese islands in the 1997–2003
time interval. The synthetic catalogs correspond to various
cases of a large heterogeneous fault zone in an elastic halfspace.
The reminder of the paper is constructed as follows. First,
we provide background material on multi-resolutional and
visual clustering and data-mining. Then we describe the
clustering and multi-dimensional scaling methods we use for
recognition of seismic anomalies. This is followed by results of data analysis both for the observed and the synthetic
seismic catalogs. We show that the multi-resolutional ap-
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proach can indeed improve greatly the accuracy of following
the evolution of earthquake dynamics. Finally, we discuss
the conclusions and future prospects.
2 Methodologies
2.1

Multi-resolutional analysis of multidimensional seismic data

In Fig. 2, we show that the seismic data can be analyzed
in diverse resolutions, associated with two different types of
spaces:
1. The first is the data space 8 with data vectors f i
(i=1,...,N ) – which correspond to the data describing a
single seismic event.
2. The second one, more abstract, is the feature space
 of time events F j (j=1,...,M) and MN – an abstract space resulting from a non-linear transformation
L [8]→ representing the feature generation procedure.
At the highest level of resolution, a single seismic event i can
be represented as a multi-dimensional data vector f i =[mi ,
zi , xi , ti ] where mi is the magnitude and xi , zi , ti – its epicentral coordinates, depth and the time of occurrence, respectively. As shown in (Dzwinel et al., 2003), we can analyze these data locally by looking for clusters with similar
(or dissimilar) events using the agglomerative clustering procedures (Andenberg, 1973; Gowda and Krishna, 1978; Jain
and Dubes, 1988; Theodoris and Koutroumbas, 1998). The
search for similar data is limited to successive time stripes tk
with the same width 1τ . We are seeking neighbors of event
i only in tk and the previous tk−1 time intervals. The point j
belongs to the nearest neighbors of event i if a given set of
conditions is fulfilled (see Dzwinel et al., 2003). This allows
us to identify correlated patches of events that reflect shortterm trends in seismic activity initiated by rapid changes generated by strong events. By combining similarity and dissimilarity measures (Theodoris and Koutroumbas, 1998) between the data vectors, we can extract also the patches of
small magnitude events corresponding to the isolated large
earthquakes. This type of data analysis extracts information
on the local properties of seismic patterns (Dzwinel et al.,
2003). However, this also generates a large number of extraneous clusters, which produce unreliable information over a
long timescale.
With the above procedure, we cannot extract general
knowledge about the data, which requires the detection of
long-range spatial and temporal correlations. This knowledge has to be extracted from a global data structure in a
low resolution space . We achieve this by using a coarse
graining procedure L [8]. This averages out the noise and
detailed modes of the data vector components.
The coordinates in the low resolution feature space are defined by means of seismicity parameters. Originally they are
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computed as time τ and space X averages in a given time
[t0 , tEND ] and space intervals ([X 0 , X END ]=[x0 , xEND ] ∪
[z0 , zEND ] – epicentral coordinates and depth, respectively)
within a sliding time window with a length 1T and time step
dt, i.e.
tZEND

Z

αi =

α (τ, X) · H (t0 + i · dt, τ )dτ dX

(1)

t0 X∈[X 0 ,XEND ]


H (t, τ ) =

1 for - 1T
2 <τ −t <
0 otherwise

1T
2

,

(2)

where α represents one of the following seismicity parameters: NS, N L, CD, SR, AZ, T I, MR. The value of dt
was assumed to be equal to the average time difference between two recorded consecutive events while 1T is equal
to about 1/10 of the average time distance between two successive large events (for synthetic data m>6, for real data
m>5). Larger values of dt and 1T give smoother time series due to better statistics. However, by increasing dt and
1T poorer prediction characteristics can be expected. The
seismicity parameters are defined as follows (Eneva and BenZion, 1997a, b):
Degree of spatial non-randomness at short (N S) and at
long distances (N L) – represents the differences between
distributions of event distances and distances between randomly distributed points. NS and NL represent the portions
of events involved in anomalies in short distances and long
distances, respectively (0–5 km and 60–65 km for the synthetic catalogs, Eneva and Ben-Zion, 1997).
1. Spatial correlation dimension (CD) - calculated on the
basis of correlation integrals based on interevent distances.
2. Degree of spatial repetitiveness (SR) – contains the
spatio-magnitude. components and represents the tendency of events with similar magnitudes to have nearly
the same locations of hypocenters.
3. Average depth (AZ).
4. Inverse of seismicity rate (T I ) – time interval in which
a given (constant) number of events occurs.
5. Ratio of the numbers of events falling into two different
magnitude ranges MR=N(m≥M0 )/N(m<M0 ).
We have introduced an additional parameter M, which is not
used in the data processing and simply displays the maximum magnitude of events in the moving time window.
We focus our data analysis on the time series of seven seismicity parameters that create the abstract 7-dimensional feature space of time events Ft = (NSt , NLt , CDt , SRt , AZt ,
T It , MRt ) where t are discretized values of time. These
events produce clusters, which correspond to similar (or dissimilar) fragments of a 7-dimensional time series. Thus the
clusters have information about the anomalies reflected by
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all the 7 parameters in the same moment of time. Because
the number of clusters is generally unknown, and most of the
clustering methods are not able to extract the clusters of complicated shapes and densities accurately (Ertoz et al., 2003),
we propose to visualize the clustering structure in the feature
space. We use multi-dimensional scaling transformation MS
[]→ω, which maps the 7-D feature space  into its image
in a 3-D space ω (Jain and Dubes 1988; Siedlecki et al., 1988;
Theodoris and Koutroumbas, 1998; Dzwinel, 1994; Dzwinel
and Blasiak, 1999). From high-resolution 3-D visualization,
one can discern clearly how strong the clusters are and how
they are positioned with respect to each other. This allows
us to fine tune the clustering parameters or select a different
clustering algorithm that matches better the clustered structures.
2.2

Clustering schemes

Clustering analysis is a mathematical concept whose main
useful role is to extract the most similar (or dissimilar) separated sets of objects according to a given similarity (or dissimilarity) measure (Andenberg, 1973). This concept has
been used for many years in pattern recognition. Nowadays
clustering and other feature extraction algorithms are recognized as important tools for revealing coherent features in
the earth sciences (Rundle et al., 1997, 2000; Freed and Lin,
2001), bioinformatics (Jones and Pevzner, 2004) and in data
mining (Xiaowei et al., 1999; Grossman et al., 2001; Hand
et al., 2001; Hastie et al., 2001; Mitra and Acharya, 2003).
Depending on the data structures and goals of classification,
different clustering schemes must be applied (Gowda and Krishna, 1978; Karypis and Kumar, 1999).
In our new approach we use two different classes of clustering algorithms for different resolution levels. In data
space we use agglomerative schemes, such as modified mutual nearest neighbor algorithm (mnn) (Gowda and Krishna,
1978; Karypis et al., 1999; Boryczko et al., 2003). This type
of clustering extracts better the localized clusters in the highresolution data space.
In the feature space we are searching for global clusters
of time events comprising similar events from the whole
time interval. The non-hierarchical clustering algorithms are
used mainly for extracting compact clusters by using global
knowledge about the data structure. We use improved kmeans based schemes (Theodoris and Koutroumbas, 1998),
such as a suite of moving schemes (Ismail and Kamel, 1989),
which uses the k-means procedure plus four strategies of its
tuning by moving the data vectors between k-clusters to obtain a more precise location of the minimum of the goal function:
XX
2
J (Z) =
xi − zj ,
(3)

tions. Each new initial configuration is constructed in a special way from the previous results by using the methods from
(Ismail and Kamel, 1989; Zhang and Boyle, 1991). The cluster structure with the lowest J (w, z) minimum is selected.
2.3

Multidimensional scaling (MDS)

The feature extraction methods, called also mapping techniques or multi-dimensional scaling (MDS), represent linear or non-linear transformations of N-dimensional data into
n-dimensional sets, where nN (Jain and Dubes, 1988;
Siedlecki et al., 1988; Theodoris and Koutroumbas 1998;
Dzwinel, 1994; Dzwinel and Blasiak, 1999). These methods allow for visualization of the multidimensional data in
3-D and for participating interactively the process of cluster
extraction.
The MDS algorithm, which is based on the “stress function” criterion, is one of the most powerful mapping techniques. The goal is to maintain all the distances between
points Ri ∈ω⊂<N in the Euclidean 3-D (or 2-D) space with
a minimum error. The “stress function” criterion is as follows:

d
 X
−wm
0
E ω, ω0 =
D
·
D
−
r
= min,
(4)
ij
ij
j <i ij
where:


rij0 = ri −rj · ri −rj ,

i, j = 1, ..., M.

Di,j – is a squared distances between points Ri , Rj ∈ω⊂<N
and ri , rj ∈ω0 ⊂E 3 – coordinates of the respective points in
3-D Euclidean space and w, d – parameters.
The result of mapping depends on the quality of the minimum obtained for the criterion function (Eq. 4). The dimensionality of the “stress function” domain is very high and is
equal to N · M (thousands, in typical problems). An increase
of the number of input data (more than 103 ), the dimensionality of source space and data complexity may cause the resulting 2-D (3-D) patterns to be completely illegible. This is
often the case with application of standard numerical algorithms for finding minimum of this multimodal, non-linear
and complex criterion. To make the non-linear mapping useful for visualization of greater (M>103 and N >102 ) data
samples, a new minimization technique extracting global
minimum of the criterion function is required.
We propose to use the molecular dynamics algorithm
(Dzwinel and Blasiak, 1999) as a solver, which can be used
for finding the global minimum of the criterion function
(Eq. 4). Let us assume that:
1. an initial configuration of M mutually interacting “particles” is generated in E 3 ,

j i∈Cj

where Z=[z1 , ..., zk ], zj is the position of the center of mass
of the cluster j , while xi are the feature vectors closest to zj .
To find a global minimum of function J (), we repeat many
times the clustering procedures for different initial condi-

2. every “particle” corresponds to the respective N dimensional point from <N ,
3. the “particles” interact with each other with 8i,j
particle-particle potential where
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(a)
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(b)

x
z

time

8

Fig. 3. (a) The synthetic raw data (horizontal distance – X, depth – z) visualized in time by using the Amira visualization package (http:
//www.amiravis.com) for A data set (Ben-Zion, 1996). Large events (m>6) are shown as distinctly larger dots on the background of
low magnitude events (m<4). There are visualized patches of low magnitude events preceding larger events (Dzwinel et al., 2003). The
patches represent clusters marked in colors. (b) Seismic activities around the Japanese Archipelago within 5 years time period. We use the
hypocentral data provided by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA). The magnitude of the earthquakes (JMA magnitude) and their depths
are represented by differences of the radius of the circle and colors, respectively. The red stars symbolize large events such as: Chi-Chi
Taiwan earthquake (21 September 1999 M7.6 latitude 23.8 longitude 121.1) Swarm at Miyakejima (July 2000– August 2000 latitude 34.0
longitude 139.0) Western Tottori earthquake (6 October 2000 M7.3 latitude 35.3 longitude 133.4).

d
k −wm 
Dij
· Dij − rij0
(5)
2m
and k is a stiffness factor. Thus the interaction between each
pair of particles is described by various long range potentials, dependent on the separation distance between particles
rij and the distance Dij between respective multidmensional
points in <N . To assure the energy dissipation from the system, an additional friction force is introduced. Using the
“leap-frog” numerical scheme (Haile, 1992) the following
formula for velocities and positions of “particles” can be derived from the momentum equation:
(
)
M 
d−1
X
α1t
n+1/2 (1−ϕ) n−1/2
n
n
vi
=
·v
+
·
r −Dij
rij ,
(1+ϕ) i
(1+ϕ) j =1 ij
8i,j =

3

rn+1
= rni + vi
i

We analyze the observed and synthetic earthquake catalogs
for different time intervals. The synthetic catalogs (Fig. 3a)
were obtained by numerical simulations of seismicity on a
heterogeneous fault governed by 3-D elastic dislocation theory, power-law creep and boundary conditions corresponding
to the central San Andreas Fault (Ben-Zion, 1996).
The synthetic seismicity described in (Ben-Zion, 1996;
Eneva and Ben-Zion, 1997) is distributed in space (horizontal distance X, depth z), time t and magnitude m size. A
large 1857-type event is imposed at the south in the beginning of the simulation and a large 1906-type event is imposed
at the north 50 years later. We study catalogs from four different model realizations, representing various levels of fault
zone heterogeneities. These are models with statistically uniform brittle properties (U), with a Parkfield type Asperity
(A), with fractal brittle properties (F), and with multi-sizeheterogeneities (M). The basic characteristics of the data are
given in Table 1. These models and various statistical properties of the catalogues have been discussed in greater detail elsewhere (Ben-Zion, 1996; Eneva and Ben-Zion, 1997).
The examined time interval covers every event, which occurred during the last 150 years of the simulated fault activity
and this period contains 1–3×104 events in the magnitude interval (3.3–6.8). The seismicity parameters were obtained by
averaging the data using a sliding time window of constant

n+1/2

· 1t,

(6)

k
λ
, ϕ=
· 1t,
m
2m
where vni , rni – the velocity and position of particle i, respectively, n – time-step number, m=1 – particle mass.
As it is in molecular dynamics (Haile, 1992), the system
of “particles” described by the discrete Eqs. (6) evolves in
time according to the Newton equations of motion until the
global (or close to the global) minimum of Eq. (5) is reached.
Only two free parameters, λ and k, have to be fit to obtain
the proper stable state, where the final positions of frozen
“particles” reflect the result of N-D to 3-D mapping.
α=

Description of the data
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of data were searched for clusters in the 7-D feature space Ω. For simplicity, only two clusters were
considered. They are represented in Fig.4 by red and white stripes.
As shown in Fig.4, the M and TI time series from the “Original data” are highly correlated. The
periodic occurrence of large events with m>6 is preceded by the increase of the inverse of seismicity rate
Table
1. Data
specification.
TI (the region
of quiescence),
which drops at the large event time. Similar correlations can be seen for
other seismicity parameters not displayed in Fig.4. The time intervals corresponding to these rapid
changes of seismicity parameters produce one cluster (white), while the rest of them belong to the second
cluster (red). Moreover, the periodic stripes representing time intervals from the second cluster correspond
Totalin number
events
Time
interval
to the clusters of events inCatalog
the data space displayed
Fig.3a. This of
shows
that the averaged
properties
of a
variety of clusters from the data space (see Fig.3a) are similar, producing a single supercluster in the
feature space.
JMA data
42 370
5
It is obvious that clusters can be also found for the “Randomized data”, however, they are
32correlations
185
completely meaningless – i.e.,U
computed in-cluster average
are statistically irrelevant.150
This
can be inspected visually in Fig.4. The correlations between seismicity parameters - including the
A
25
881
150
correlation between the inverse of seismicity rate TI and the averaged magnitude M - do not exist for the
“Randomized data”. It is also impossible
to extract any distinct
properties separating the two clusters150
(e.g.,
F
10 475
by using the Karhunen-Loeve transformation (see e.g. [Theodoris and Koutroumbas, 1998])).
M of clustering for original
29 and
039randomized data sets, we can conclude
150
By comparing these results
that seismic events create informative causal patterns, which can be extracted both in the data and feature
spaces by using local and global clustering schemes, respectively. These patterns contain information
concerning the correlations between characteristic features of seismic measurements and their temporal
sequencing. This can be confirmed further by additional analysis of both the synthetic and observed
seismic data.

Original data

TI
M
Randomized data

TIME

TI
M
TIME
Fig.4 The seismicity parameters TI and M for the “original” and “randomized” synthetic data sets (set A). There is
not any correlations between M and TI for the randomize data. This is a contrast to the original data set.
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width 1T and shift dt (see Eqs. 1–2). We employ 1T =10
days and dt=2 days for the Japanese data and 1T =10 months
and dt=2 months for the synthetic data. Each parameter in
the clustering was normalized with respect to the standard
deviation.
The observed data (see Fig. 3b) represents seismic activities of the Japanese islands collected by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA). The JMA catalogue consists of
915 829 events detected in Japan Islands between 1923 and
31 January 2003. The original catalogue includes also events
with magnitudes less then 1.0. The lowest magnitudes were
determined by using a detection level, estimated from the
Gutenberg-Richter frequency-size distribution. For the purposes of this paper we have assumed that the cutoff magnitude of earthquake is equal to 3 (m>3). We do not use any
cutoff depth of hypocenter events. The seismic events shown
in Fig. 3b, were recorded during the 5 years time interval
from 1 October 1997 to 31 January 2003. The data set processed consists of 42370 seismic events with magnitudes m,
position in space (latitude X, longitude Y , depth z) and occurrence time t. Statistical completeness of the earthquakes
above the detection level assures that no significant events in
both space and time are missing.
4 Results of clustering
As shown in Fig. 3a and in (Dzwinel et al., 2003), the synthetic seismic events with magnitudes m<4 produce stripe-

(years)

Events with m>6

Earthquake magnitude

62
32
30
16
20

3<m<7.90
3.26<m<6.68
3.26<m<6.73
3.43<m<6.73
3.41<m<6.81

like clusters in the data space. They precede large earthquakes (m>6) and are separated in time by the regions of
quiescence. Similar pattern can be observed in the feature
space.
In Fig. 4 we display the time series for two, out of seven,
seismicity parameters: the maximum magnitude of events in
the moving time window M and the inverse seismicity rate
T I , which define the time distribution of events. The seismicity parameters were computed both for the raw data set A
from the synthetic data catalog (“original data”) and for the
same data set but randomized in time (“randomized data”).
These two sets of data were searched for clusters in the 7D feature space . For simplicity, only two clusters were
considered. They are represented in Fig. 4 by red and white
stripes.
As shown in Fig. 4, the M and T I time series from the
“original data” are highly correlated. The periodic occurrence of large events with m>6 is preceded by the increase
of the inverse of seismicity rate T I (the region of quiescence), which drops at the large event time. Similar correlations can be seen for other seismicity parameters not displayed in Fig. 4. The time intervals corresponding to these
rapid changes of seismicity parameters produce one cluster
(white), while the rest of them belong to the second cluster
(red). Moreover, the periodic stripes representing time intervals from the second cluster correspond to the clusters of
events in the data space displayed in Fig. 3a. This shows that
the averaged properties of a variety of clusters from the data
space (see Fig. 3a) are similar, producing a single supercluster in the feature space.
It is obvious that clusters can be also found for the “randomized data”, however, they are completely meaningless –
i.e. computed in-cluster average correlations are statistically
irrelevant. This can be inspected visually in Fig. 4. The correlations between seismicity parameters – including the correlation between the inverse of seismicity rate T I and the
averaged magnitude M – do not exist for the “randomized
data”. It is also impossible to extract any distinct properties separating the two clusters (e.g. by using the KarhunenLoeve transformation, see e.g. Theodoris and Koutroumbas,
1998).
By comparing these results of clustering for original and
randomized data sets, we can conclude that seismic events
create informative causal patterns, which can be extracted
both in the data and feature spaces by using local and global

large earthquakes is preceded by increasing spatial diffusion of events and increasing inverse of seismicity
rate. More specifically, the results reveal:
1. an increasing spatial randomness of seismic events,
2. a high spatial correlation dimension (this drops rapidly at the onset of large events),
3. a decreasing tendency of events with similar magnitudes to have nearly the same locations of
hypocenters,
4. a decreasing average depth of seismic activity,
5. an increase of inverse seismicity rate before large events (it drops rapidly at the onset of large
event).
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clustering schemes, respectively. These patterns contain information concerning the correlations between characteristic features of seismic measurements and their temporal sequencing. This can be confirmed further by additional analysis of both the synthetic and observed seismic data.
In Fig. 5 we display the seismicity parameters in time computed for the complete synthetic data catalog A. The time
events F t =(NSt , NLt , CDt , SRt , AZt , T It , MRt ) produce
3 clusters in the feature space: the first cluster symbolized by
green, the second by white and the third by red strips. From
the top plot of Fig. 5 displaying the largest events M in the
sliding time window, we may conclude that the white and
red clusters comprise time events F t , which correspond to
post mainshock effects. The white cluster represents the net
aftershock events while the red one includes the earthquake
effects averaged in the sliding time window. Conversely, the
green cluster contains the time events F t preceding the earthquakes. The selectivity in time of the seismicity parameters
depends on the width 1T and shift dt of the sliding time
window. Due to space and time averaging, it is impossible to correlate precisely the appearance of a given earthquake with the rest of the seismicity parameters when two
earthquakes are too close to each other. Therefore, the sequence of green-red-white cluster events can be broken for
the time domains with many large earthquakes (see Fig. 5).
As shown in Fig. 5, the occurrence of the largest events correlates well with the minima of N S, CD, SR, T I and maxima of AZ, MR parameters. This means that the occurrence
of large earthquakes is preceded by increasing spatial diffusion of events and increasing inverse of seismicity rate. More
specifically, the results reveal:
1. an increasing spatial randomness of seismic events,
2. a high spatial correlation dimension (this drops rapidly
at the onset of large events),
3. a decreasing tendency of events with similar magnitudes
to have nearly the same locations of hypocenters,
4. a decreasing average depth of seismic activity,
5. an increase of inverse seismicity rate before large events
(it drops rapidly at the onset of large event).
For the synthetic data the clusters in the feature space reflect
well both the precursory and post mainshock effects. However, the interpretation of clusters for the real data is more
complicated and ambiguous.
Results of clustering of the observed Japanese seismic catalogs both in data and in feature spaces are shown in Fig. 6.
At the highest resolution level a single seismic event i can be
represented as a multi-dimensional data vector f i =[mi , zi ,
Xi , Yi , ti ] where: mi is the magnitude, Xi – the latitude, Yi
– the longitude, zi and ti – the depth and the time of occurrence, respectively. The seismic events are visualized with
the Amira visualization package (http://www.amiravis.com)
in Figs. 5a and 5b as an irregular cloud consisted of colored
dots with (z,x, t) coordinates.
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Fig.5 The seismicity parameters {M,NS,NL,CD,SR,AZ,TI,MR} in time (see Eqs.1-2) for synthetic data catalog A.
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clustering of the observed Japanese seismic catalogs both in data and in feature spaces
are shown in Fig.6. At the highest resolution level a single seismic event i can be represented as a multidimensional data vector fi = [mi,zi,Xi,Yi,,ti] where: mi is the magnitude, Xi - the latitude, Yi - the longitude,
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From the Gutenberg-Richter relationship, the number
of events of different range of magnitudes differs considerably. Therefore, we divide the entire set of data
into three subsets comprising the small S (mi <ma),
medium M(ma≤mi < max) and the large magnitude events
L(mi > max). The last ones represent the earthquakes and
are displayed in Figs. 5a and 5b as larger spheres. The deepest earthquakes z>150 km are not displayed in the Fig. 5.
The various shades represent the magnitudes of earthquakes
from m=6 (green) to m=7 (red). In Figs. 5a and 5b we
present the clustering results in the data space 8 of the data
vectors f i ∈S(mi <ma) (Fig. 5a) and f i ∈M(ma≤mi < max)
(Fig. 5b). We have chosen arbitrarily that ma=4 and max=6.
We look for clusters of similar events as shown in (Dzwinel
et al., 2003). The dots (data vectors), belonging to the same
clusters, have the same color.
As shown in the upper part of Fig. 6a, clusters made of
small size events are located mainly close to the surface (0–
30 km deep). They form long disparate stripes along the time
axis. The stripes break-out close to the largest cluster of
earthquakes – the Miyakejima event (Toda et al., 2002; Ito
and Yoshioka, 2002) – located in the middle of time interval
and encircled in red in Fig. 6a. The large swarm of earthquakes (26 June 2000) occurs in the region of Miyakejima,
Honshu, in central Japan (Toda et al., 2002; Ito and Yoshioka,
2002). The eruptions of Miyakejima and five large earthquakes with magnitudes 6.0 and above occurred together
with a large number of 100 000 smaller earthquakes.
Many other compact and small clusters are strongly correlated with this cluster. The second patch of large events encircled in white in Figs. 6a and 6b – representing large swarm
of earthquakes in the northern part of Japan (see Fig. 2a) –
is shown on the left hand side of the largest one. One can
see clearly two clusters (encircled in blue in Fig. 6a) of similar depth preceding these two largest patches of earthquakes.
Other clusters, such as the wide one spanned by a blue cluster and another smaller one, are located much deeper (larger
than 100 km) and represent the seismic background for the
earthquakes occurring at depth up to 200 km. Clusters of the

differs considerably. Therefore, we divide the entire set of data into three subsets comprising the small
S(mi<ma), medium M(ma≤mi<max) and the large magnitude events L(mi>max). The last ones represent
the earthquakes and are displayed in Figs.5a,b as larger spheres. The deepest earthquakes z>150 km are
not displayed in the Fig.5. The various shades represent the magnitudes of earthquakes from m=6 (green)
to m=7 (red). In Figs.5a,b we present the clustering results in the data space Φ of the data vectors fi ∈
S(mi<ma) (Fig.5a) and fi ∈ M(ma≤mi<max) (Fig.5b). We have chosen arbitrarily that ma=4 and
max=6.We look for clusters of similar events as shown in [Dzwinel et. al., 2003]. The dots (data vectors),
belonging to the same clusters, have the same color.
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Fig.6 Real seismic data [Ito and Yoshioka, 2002] analyzed by using multi-resolutional clustering in both the data
the feature spaces (a-c). In panels a and b one can see the results of clustering in the data space for small
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26, 2000) occurs in the region of Miyakejima, Honshu, in central Japan [Toda et. al., 2002; Ito and

medium events (4<m<6) (Fig. 6b) have completely different
structures. They look like stripes, which lie parallel to X–z
plane. The borders between clusters roughly correspond to
the borders of successive showers of the earthquakes.
By clustering the time events in the feature space and
simultaneous inspection of the results by using multidimensional scaling, we have found 4 distinct clusters. The
cluster structure in 7-D feature space is shown in Fig. 7a,
which represents the result of its mapping into 3-D. The blue
cluster forming a long thin rod in Fig. 7a, corresponds to the
famous Miyakejima earthquake swarm (Toda et al., 2002)
encircled in red on Figs. 6a and 6b. The red and flat cluster from Fig. 7a, represent both the largest earthquakes and
corresponding time events. The yellow and blue clusters contain the rest of the time events. The small blue cluster from
Fig. 6a represents the events at the end of the time interval,
which are averaged within a shrinking time window. In summary, clustering of averaged time events in the feature space
does not detect any anomalies reflecting the precursory patterns.
In Fig. 6c we display the time series of selected seismicity parameters and in Fig. 7b the 3-D image of the feature
space. Both pictures represent the data pre-selected initially
by clustering the raw seismic events in the data space. Only
small and medium events belonging to the largest clusters
(displayed in Figs. 6a and 6b) were used for computing the
seismicity parameters. Neglecting the events that do not produce clusters in the data space, we reduce the number of uncorrelated events both in space and in time enhancing extremes in the time series of seismicity parameters. As shown
in Figs. 7a and 7b, in comparison to the original data, the

Yoshioka, 2002]. The eruptions of Miyakejima and five large earthquakes with magnitudes 6.0 and above
occurred together with a large number of 100,000 smaller earthquakes.
Many other compact and small clusters are strongly correlated with this cluster. The second patch
of large events encircled in white in Figs.6a,b – representing large swarm of earthquakes in the northern
part of Japan (see Fig.2a) - is shown on the left hand side of the largest one. There are clearly seen two
clusters (encircled in blue in Fig.6a) of similar depth preceding these two largest patches of earthquakes.
Other clusters, such as the wide one spanned by a blue cluster and another smaller one, are located much
deeper (larger than 100 km) and represent the seismic background for the earthquakes occurring at depth
up to 200 km. Clusters of the medium events (4<m<6) (Fig.6b) have completely different structures. They
look like stripes, which lie parallel to X-z plane. The borders between clusters roughly correspond to the
borders of successive showers of the earthquakes.
By clustering of the time events in the feature space and simultaneous inspection of the results by
using multi-dimensional scaling, we have found 4 distinct clusters. The cluster structure in 7-D feature
space is shown in Fig.7a, which represents the result of its mapping into 3-D. The blue cluster forming a
long thin rod in Fig.7a, corresponds to the famous Miyakejima earthquake swarm [Toda et. al., 2002]
encircled in red on Fig.6a,b. The red and flat cluster from Fig.7a, represent both the largest earthquakes
and corresponding time events. The yellow and blue clusters contain the rest of the time events. The small
blue cluster from Fig.6a represents the events at the end of the time interval, which are averaged within a
shrinking time window. In summary, clustering of averaged time events in the feature space does not
detect any anomalies reflecting the precursory patterns.

feature space becomes more diverse producing several well
separated clusters. In Fig. 6c, we show that by clustering
data in the feature space, we can extract not only Miyakejima event (red cluster in the center) but also the cluster of
events which are characterized by similar behavior of the
seismicity parameters as the Miyakejima swarm (green cluster). The remaining data produce the white cluster. As
shown in Fig. 6c, the green cluster comprises time events
corresponding mainly to the largest and shallow earthquakes,
which are characterized by increasing randomness of event
locations, low spatial correlation dimension which increases
14
rapidly in the moment of large shock, high spatial repetitiveness and high seismicity rate. The last properties are opposite to those observed for the synthetic catalog A. The differences are caused by the association of the two data sets
with very different seismic regimes. Comparing the properties of red, green and white clusters we can conclude that the
large swarm in the observed data is preceded and followed
by events of a similar nature but considerably smaller magnitude. We note that the number of aftershocks is greater
than the number of precursory effects belonging to the same
green cluster.
The above results cannot be used yet for earthquake prediction. It is impossible to forecast earthquakes from just a
single case. However, continuing analysis of this type may
help to find “dangerous” seismic patterns and predict salient
aspects of their evolution.
The prediction of earthquakes is simpler for the synthetic
data, due to the simpler associated fault system (a single large
strike-slip fault), the completeness of the data and the time
interval covering many large earthquake cycles. Because the

seismicity rate. The last properties are opposite to those observed for the synthetic catalog A. The
differences are caused by the close association of the two data sets with very different seismic regimes.
Comparing the properties of red, green and white clusters we can conclude that the large swarm in the
observed data is preceded and followed by events of a similar nature but considerably smaller magnitude.
We note that the number of aftershocks is greater than the number of precursory effects belonging to the
same green cluster.
This observation cannot be used for predicting earthquake. It is impossible to forecast earthquakes
from just a single case. However, better statistics may help to find “dangerous” seismic patterns and
predict salient aspects of their evolution.
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Fig.7 The results of non-linear multi-dimensional scaling of 7-D clusters from the feature spaces defined by the
seismicity parameters computed for all the seismic events form the data space (a) and the data pre-selected initially
by clustering (b). The figures are rendered using the Amira visualization package [www.amiravis.com]

Fig. 7. The results of non-linear multi-dimensional scaling of 7-D
clusters from the feature spaces defined by the seismicity parameters computed for all the seismic events from the data space to 3-D
metric space (a) and the same data pre-selected initially by clus15
tering (b). The figures are rendered using the Amira visualization
package (http://www.amiravis.com).

precursory events produce distinct clusters in both Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5, we can construct a simple visual classifier (Jain and
Dubes 1988; Theodoris and Koutroumbas 1998) for recognizing the precursory patterns.
The entire time interval in the feature space has been divided into two parts. The events from the first 2/3 of the interval – approximately 700 events – represent the “teaching
set”, the rest – about 300 events – make up the “test set”.
From the “teaching set” we extract two uneven groups of
events. The first one consisting of 10 successive time events
preceding each of the earthquake (m>6) is shown in green in
Fig. 8. The rest of the events represent the second (pink)
cluster from Fig. 8. The clusters are visualized by using
multi-dimensional scaling in 3-D. Then, the distances (see
Eqs. 3–4) between events belonging to the same clusters was
multiplied by the factor λ<1, while the distances between
events from different clusters remain the same. The value of
λ is gradually decreasing to the moment when the two clusters separates from each other. For the situations shown in
Fig. 8 λ is set to 0.8. The events from the “test set” (the blue
points) are added to this “teaching” structure, with the determined coordinates in 3-D ω space. They are “attracted”
or “repelled” from the “teaching” clusters according to their
distances to the events from the “teaching set”. Eventually,
we obtain the configurations shown in Fig. 8. The precursory events from the test set marked in blue (10 events preceding the earthquake) were recognized at 100% level for
synthetic data sets A, U, F. The blue points fall into the area
occupied by the green cluster representing precursory events
from the “teaching set”. They can be classified by using simple k-NN (k nearest neighbors) classifier. We see that many
other points are also situated in the area of a green cluster.
However, the choice of precursory events for training was
completely arbitrary. By using a more careful analysis of
seismicity patterns, such as in (Eneva and Ben-Zion, 1997a),
and a better selection of “teaching” patterns, we can improve
the classification.

Fig.8 Results from visual classification of the synthetic data (from catalogs A and F, respectively) in the feature
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“teaching set”. Eventually, we obtain the situations shown in Fig.8. The precursory events from the test set
marked in blue (10 events preceding the earthquake) were recognized at 100% level for synthetic data sets
A, U, F. The blue points fall into the area occupied by the green cluster representing precursory events
from the “teaching set”. They can be classified by using simple k-NN (k nearest neighbors) classifier. We
see that
other points are also situated in the area of a green cluster. However, the choice of
5 many
Conclusions
precursory events for training was completely arbitrary. By using a more careful analysis of seismicity

The problem of earthquake prediction, based on data extraction of precursory phenomena, is a highly challenging task.
Various computational methods and tools are used for detection of precursors by extracting general information from
noisy data. In our opinion, such a generalization is impossible when the data analysis is carried out at a single level of
resolution. Improved possibilities exist when using a set of
data-mining tools interactively, allowing for on-line clustering, feature extraction and visualization of the data on various levels of resolution.
We show that by using a common framework of clustering,
we are able to perform multi-resolutional analysis of seismic data starting from the raw data events described only by
their magnitude-spatio-temporal data space. Then we look
for global cluster structure in the feature space, which is defined by using the seismicity parameters. This global view
can also be divided over different levels of resolution in the
feature space defined, e.g. by wavelet analysis (Holschneider, 1995; Strang and Nguyen, 1996) of the time series of the
seismicity parameters (Torrence and Compo, 1998) and further classification of wavelet amplitudes by using clustering
schemes.
Our present approach is different from that presented earlier (Dzwinel et al., 2003). The fine-grained spatio-temporal
patterns of correlated events, extracted by using agglomerative clustering schemes, can be analyzed further in the coarse
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grained feature space by eliminating the noisy patterns and
uncorrelated events. We have developed a new software that
is based on pre-clustering. This allows for the detection of
precursory events with a higher accuracy (e.g. pick-up the
Miyakejima event) and their generalization at the low resolution level. It also allows us to construct visual classifiers for
anonymous data. We believe that a more careful extraction
of the precursory events will be needed for constructing more
accurate classifiers.
The raw seismic data contain both local and global knowledge of the correlations between the seismic events. Thus,
the two-level approach presented here can still be incomplete, since the general knowledge about the seismic background can be buried in the subtle patterns of data events.
Any coarse graining of the data can destroy some, if not
a majority, of these patterns. Therefore, extracting global
knowledge about seismic patterns corresponding to precursory events involves global clustering of data without any
averaging. This is a very daunting task both methodologically and computationally. In particular, great difficulties
are associated with the irregular structure of seismic data,
which comprise many noisy events, different accuracy of
measurements, outliers, bridges, clusters of different density
and the large number of data vectors (greater than 104 ) which
have to be processed. This problem can be attacked by using modern non-hierarchical clustering schemes, such as the
DBSCAN (Sander et al., 1998), CURE (Guha and Rastogi,
1998), CHAMELEON (Karypis, 1999) or the shared nearest
neighbor clustering algorithm (SNNCA) (Ertoz, 2003).
This new methodology can be also used for the analysis
of the data from other geological phenomena, e.g, we can
apply this clustering method to volcanic eruptions (Amelung
et al., 2000; Hong et al., 2004), astrophysical events such as
dissipation phenomena, occurring in a dispersed stellar population (Briceno et al., 2001) also in data mining and bioinformatics (Kuramochi and Karypis, 2001; Jones and Pevzner,
2004).

Glossary
– features denoted fi or Fj (i, j – feature indices) – a set
of variables which carry discriminating and characterizing information about the objects under consideration.
The features can represent raw measurements (data) fi
or can be generated in a non-linear way from the data
Fj (features).
– data vector (f k where k – data vector index) and feature vector (F k where l – feature vector index) – a collection of features ordered in some meaningful way into
multi-dimensional column vectors f k and F l that represents the signature of the object to be identified represented by raw data fi or generated features Fj . The
dimensionalities of data and feature vectors can be different.

– data space – the multidimensional space in which the
data vectors f k exist.
– feature space – the multidimensional space in which
the F k vectors are defined. Data and feature vectors
represent multidimensional points in respective spaces.
– class – the category to which a given object belongs.
The classes can create patterns in a properly defined
multidimensional space.
– cluster – isolated set of multidimensional points (objects) in data and feature spaces.
– clustering – the computational procedure extracting
clusters in multidimensional spaces.
– agglomerative clustering algorithm – the algorithm
of a clustering procedure in which the clusters are builtup in a hierarchical way. At the start of clustering,
the multidimensional points represent singular clusters.
The procedure repeats the process of gluing-up the closest clusters to the moment when a proper number of
clusters is achieved.
– non-hierarchical clustering algorithm – the clustering algorithm in which the clusters are searched for
by using global optimization algorithms (unlike in agglomerative clustering where local search is exploited).
The most representative algorithms of this type are constructed on the base of k-means procedure.
– k-means clustering (Theodoris and Koutroumbas,
1998) – non-hierarchical clustering algorithm in which
the randomly generated centers of clusters are then improved iteratively. This simple idea is exploited in various variants of this algorithm.
– multi-resolutional clustering analysis – due to clustering a hierarchy of clusters can be obtained. The analysis of the results of clustering in various resolution levels allows for extraction of knowledge hidden in both
local (small clusters) and global (large clusters) similarity of multidimensional points (objects).
– data mining (Mitra and Acharya, 2003) – algorithms,
tools, methods and systems used in extraction of knowledge hidden in a large amount of data.
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